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This is a transcript of a conversation between Gov. Scott Walker and Diane Hendricks, cofounder of ABC Supply, on Jan. 18, 2011. The conversation was captured by documentary
filmmaker Brad Lichtenstein, who was on site to videotape a meeting of the economic
development group Rock County 5.0. The conversation took place in ABC's foyer just before
Hendricks escorted Walker into the Rock County 5.0 meeting.

Diane Hendricks: Can we talk just for two seconds before we get up there?

Scott Walker: Yeah, yeah, that's fine.

Hendricks: - some issues we're just going to avoid a little bit. And by the way, this is Brad and he
is part of Rock County 5.0 and he has been filming everything.

Brad Lichtenstein: I've been doing a documentary -

Walker: Oh, cool.

Hendricks: - so what we're going to do and talk about right now is just concerns that Mary
(Willmer-Sheedy) and I have that we probably, are a little controversial to bring up upstairs.
OK? I don't want to - because there's press up there.

Walker: OK, sure.

Lichtenstein: Just so you know, nothing I do is going to see the light of day for over another
year.

Walker: OK, that's fine.

Hendricks: So we'll just take five minutes. You know, they don't know. Any chance we'll ever get
to be a completely red state and work on these unions -

Walker: Oh, yeah.

Hendricks: - and become a right-to-work (state)? What can we do to help you?

Walker: Well, we're going to start in a couple weeks with our budget adjustment bill. The first
step is, we're going to deal with collective bargaining for all public employee unions, because
you use divide and conquer. So for us the base we've got for that is the fact that we've got budgetarily we can't afford not to. If we have collective bargaining agreements in place, there's
no way not only the state but local governments can balance things out. So you think city of
Beloit, city of Janesville, any of the school districts, that opens the door once we do that. That's
your bigger problem right there.

Hendricks: Which state would you mirror? Is there any state that's already . . .

Walker: Well, (Indiana Gov.) Mitch Daniels, did - now, see the beautiful thing is, he did it in
Indiana, he had it by executive order that created the unions years ago, and so when he came
in about a week after he eliminated through executive order. In Wisconsin, it's by the statute.
So I need lawmakers to vote on it. But the key is by tying it to the budget, there's no way to
unravel that. Because unless they're going to come up with $800 million for example - it's not

exactly that amount, but it's close - there's no way they cannot pass that unless they're going to
pass a tax increase . . .

